
Submitted to the 15th Workshop of the UK Planning and Scheduling Special Interest Group,November 1996.A Heuristic Approach to Deciding What to Do NextLouise PryorDepartment of Arti�cial IntelligenceUniversity of Edinburgh80 South BridgeEdinburgh EH1 1HNlouisep@aisb.ed.ac.ukJuly 24, 1996AbstractAn agent with many goals must constantly decide which of them to address. Thispaper describes a simple heuristic mechanism that allows the exible handling of oppor-tunities in a complex and unpredictable world. The mechanism is based on four desideratafor reasonable behaviour: concentrate on important goals; seize opportunities; avoid un-necessary interruptions; and don't get side tracked. It has been implemented in pareto,a plan execution system operating in a simulated truck delivery world.1 IntroductionAn agent operating in a complex and unpredictable world will often have many simulataneousgoals. As well as background goals such as keeping itself from harm and keeping track of itssurroundings it is likely to have a number of goals connected with its tasks. For example, ahousekeeping robot might have goals to clean the kitchen and bathroom, prepare dinner andtidy up the sitting room. Often, it is impossible to address all possible goals at once: theagent must focus its attention by choosing which goal (or goals) to pursue [1, 5, 9]. It mustchange its focus according to the circumstances that it encounters: in particular, it must beable to take advantage of any unforeseen opportunities that may arise. In e�ect, at everymoment the agent must decide what to do next from among the many possibilities.In theory, an agent could decide what to do next by choosing the option with the highestexpected utility: in practice the calculation of expected utilities is extremely complex. Al-though there is some agreement on the types of factors that should be taken into account inperforming utility calculations many of them appear to be rather nebulous and di�cult toquantify.1 A rather more qualitative approach therefore appears more promising. This paperdescribes a heuristic task selection mechanism that has been implemented in pareto,2 a planexecution system that operates in a simulated robot truck delivery world.Pareto's world was built using Firby and Hanks's truckworld simulator [4, 8]. Adelivery truck travels between locations, encountering and manipulating objects as it goes.1The work of Haddawy and Hanks is a notable step in the direction of quanti�cation [6, 7].2Planning and Acting in Realistic Environments by Thinking about Opportunities. The economist, soci-ologist and philosopher Vilfredo Pareto (1848{1923) is best known for the notion of Pareto optimality and forthe Pareto distribution, neither of which is used in this work. Pareto is described in detail in [10].1



There are three building sites whose workers use the truck to run delivery errands such as\fetch something to carry my tools in." There are over 30 types of object in pareto's world,of which 20 are used for deliveries. At any moment, there are typically well over 100 di�erentobjects at the various locations. Pareto receives delivery orders at random intervals, with atypical run involving between seven and twelve separate deliveries. The world is unpredictable:the truck can sense only those objects at its current location; objects may spontaneouslychange location; and actions may fail to have the desired results. Unexpected opportunitiesfrequently arise in this world: as pareto is travelling between locations in pursuit of one ofits goals it may encounter an object that is implicated in a di�erent delivery goal. Paretoalso has a number of background goals, such as keeping track of its current surroundings andensuring the truck does not run out of fuel, that it must constantly interleave with its deliverytasks.The remainder of this section describes four factors that should inuence the decision ofwhat to do next. The following sections describe the mechanisms in pareto's task selectionmechanism that take these factors into account.1.1 Behaviour patternsThe way in which pareto decides what to do next takes four important factors into account.These factors can be expressed as desiderata for reasonable behaviour:� Concentrate on important goals;� Seize opportunities;� Avoid unnecessary interruptions;� Don't get side tracked.In general, no single factor can be taken as being more crucial than the others; the bal-ance between them varies according to the circumstances. None of them is desirable in allcircumstances.Important goals An important goal is one for which there is a very large di�erence betweenthe utility attached to its achievement and that attached to the failure to achieve it. Agoal may therefore be important because its achievement is very bene�cial, or because theconsequences of failure are disastrous, or a combination of the two. It is often appropriate topursue an important goal: the opportunity cost of not doing so may be very high.Many preservation goals [13], such as avoiding injury and starvation, are very importantto the agent that has them, and should be given high priority when deciding what to do next.Other important goals are straightforward achievement goals.Seize opportunities The second characteristic of reasonable behaviour is that opportun-ities are seized when the cost of doing so is low. For example, unless you are rushing to catcha train you are quite likely to stop to chat with a friend you meet on the street. In particular,it is often appropriate for an agent to change its plan for its current goal if a suitable oppor-tunity presents itself. For example, suppose a robot is navigating through woody terrain; itplanned its route on the basis that there was a belt of trees across the most direct line to itsdestination. As it approaches the area, it sees that there is in fact a way through the woods.It should adapt its plan by abandoning its intended route and taking the short cut.2



Continuity It is frequently undesirable to interrupt a task that is being executed. Forexample, if an assembly robot is in the middle of assembling one component, a widget, say,when the parts for the next component arrive, in most circumstances if would not be a goodidea to interrupt the assembly of the widget in order to make a start on the new component.In particular, it is often a bad idea to try and interleave two or more tasks. For example,the robot could reach out its arm for a widget part, then move the same arm to a part forthe other component, and so on, without ever grasping either part. This would clearly becounterproductive.Focus It is often important to ensure that attention returns to the original task after aninterruption. Clearly, it is important to distinguish between cases in which opportunitiesshould be seized and cases in which doing so would lead to sidetracking. For example, supposeyou pop out to post a letter. On your way you remember that you need some milk, so youpop into the corner shop. You should remember to return to the task of posting a letterbefore �nishing the task of buying milk by taking it home with you. In an extreme case, anagent without focus might take opportunity after opportunity for a number of di�erent goalsand never return to the task it addressed �rst.2 Pareto's choice mechanismPareto is based on Firby's raps plan execution system [2, 3]. When pareto acquires a newgoal, it looks in its library of raps (sketchy plans) for one that will achieve the goal. A rap(Reactive Action Package) speci�es all the di�erent methods that might be used to achieve agoal. Each method consists of subgoals that must be achieved to execute the plan.Having chosen a rap for the goal, pareto adds a new task to its task agenda. A taskconsists of a goal and a rap that will achieve it. Pareto's execution cycle consists of choosinga task and processing it:Either If it has succeeded remove it from the agenda;Or If it is described by a rap choose the appropriate method, based on the state of the worldat the time that the processing takes place, and add a new task to the task agenda foreach new goal;Or Perform the primitive action speci�ed by the task.The original task is reprocessed after all its subtasks have succeeded. Their success does notguarantee the success of the original task as some time may pass between their execution andits repeat processing.Pareto's decisions as to what to do next thus take the form of choosing a task from thetask agenda. The remainder of this section describes pareto's choice mechanism in somedetail. x 2.1 explains how pareto's task agenda is based on opportunities. x 2.2 explainshow pareto keeps track of the goals towards which it is working, and x 2.3 describes howpriorities are assigned to tasks.2.1 The task agenda and opportunitiesAt any time during execution pareto's task agenda may hold tasks at varying levels ofabstraction, ranging from tasks that have not been expanded at all to those consisting of3



single primitive actions. Some of these tasks may be waiting for other tasks to complete, orfor speci�c situations to obtain. However, there are usually many tasks that are eligible forprocessing, and pareto must choose one of them. The mechanism that it uses to make thischoice is based on the notion of opportunities [12]; whenever pareto must choose a task toprocess, it chooses from among those tasks for which there are good opportunities.Pareto uses a �ltering process to recognise potential opportunities: reference features3are used to indicate those tasks that are potentially easy to achieve [11]. The indicated tasksare then analysed to determine whether they are indeed easily achievable and whether theyare likely to interact problematically with other tasks.There are two ways in which a task may be easily achievable: either it has already suc-ceeded, or it is ready for processing (not waiting for any others to complete). Paretoconsiders a task that has already succeeded, and that is not the next step in any of its plans,to represent an unexpected opportunity. An opportunity for a task that is easily achievablebecause it is ready for processing is a predicted opportunity. Such a task is the next step inone of pareto's plans [12]. For example, suppose that pareto has two goals, one to deliversomething with which to cut twine and one to deliver a wheelbarrow, which it expects to�nd at tool-depot-1. When it arrives there it locates a wheelbarrow and prepares to pickit up and load it into the truck's cargo bay. Meanwhile, it spots a knife. In this situationit has (at least) two opportunities: a predicted opportunity for the load-payload-objectsubtask of one delivery task, and an unexpected opportunity for the find-object subtask ofthe other. Note that the find-object task has already succeeded even though its subtaskshave not yet been processed.Pareto uses a �ltering process (also based on reference features) to recognise potentiallyproblematic interactions between tasks [11]; these must then be analysed further to determinewhether they are genuinely problematic. This analysis may be arbitrarily complex, and itsperformance may therefore interfere with the pursuit of other goals. Pareto handles thiscomplication by setting up a task (which is added to the task agenda) to perform the analysis.This means that there are often potential opportunities on the task agenda that are waitingto be analysed, the analysis tasks for which are also on the agenda.When pareto chooses a task from its agenda only those tasks for which there are oppor-tunities are considered. Pareto thus handles the unexpected opportunities that it recognisesin the same way that it handles the opportunites that have been predicted in its plans. Thisunifying view of plans and opportunities enables pareto to cope e�ectively and exibly inan unpredictable world.2.2 Main and side tasksIn order to avoid being sidetracked by every opportunity that it encounters, pareto has amain task which it returns to after taking advantage of an opportunity. It also has a sidetask , which is often an opportunity that it has taken. Pareto will generally address its maintask only if there are no feasible side tasks, but applies stricter feasibility criteria to side tasksthan it does its main task. It will not address a side task if doing so would interfere with anyother tasks, but is prepared to address the main task under such circumstances. The e�ectof this is that pareto will take advantage of opportunities, treating them as side tasks, butas soon as pursuing them might divert attention from its main task it abandons them. This3Features that are both functionally relevant and easily computable, such as sharp.4



<=> Changing goals at 404 from 25 to 24 <DELIVER-OBJECT WALLPAPER TECH ORDER-2>*** Arrived at WAREHOUSE-3 at time 436<=> Changing goals at 436 from 24 to 0 <MONITOR-CURRENT-LOCATION>--- Abandoning side task at 440 : MONITOR-CURRENT-LOCATION [0:0]--> New side task chosen at 440 : <DELIVER-OBJECT TAPE HOUSE ORDER-3> [15:15]<=> Changing goals at 440 from 0 to 15 <DELIVER-OBJECT TAPE HOUSE ORDER-3><=> Changing goals at 456 from 15 to 0 <MONITOR-CURRENT-LOCATION>--- Abandoning side task at 460 : MONITOR-CURRENT-LOCATION [0:0]<=> Changing goals at 460 from 0 to 15 <DELIVER-OBJECT TAPE HOUSE ORDER-3>--- Abandoning side task at 465 : TAKE-OBJECT-TO-SITE [15:18]--> New side task chosen at 465 : <DELIVER-OBJECT SCREWS ILS ORDER-4> [13:13]<=> Changing goals at 465 from 15 to 13 <DELIVER-OBJECT SCREWS ILS ORDER-4><=> Changing goals at 476 from 13 to 0 <MONITOR-CURRENT-LOCATION>--- Abandoning side task at 480 : MONITOR-CURRENT-LOCATION [0:0]<=> Changing goals at 480 from 0 to 13 <DELIVER-OBJECT SCREWS ILS ORDER-4>--- Abandoning side task at 482 : TAKE-OBJECT-TO-SITE [13:30]--> New side task chosen at 482 : <ANALYZE-POTENTIAL-INTERACTION CUT> [20:21]<=> Changing goals at 482 from 13 to 20 <DELIVER-OBJECT SCISSORS HOUSE ORDER-5>--- Abandoning side task at 495 : TAKE-OBJECT-TO-SITE [20:21]--> New side task chosen at 495 : <ANALYZE-POTENTIAL-INTERACTION CUT> [29:22]<=> Changing goals at 495 from 20 to 29 <DELIVER-OBJECT KNIFE TECH ORDER-6>--- Abandoning side task at 495 : FIND-OBJECT [29:14]--> New side task chosen at 495 : <ANALYZE-POTENTIAL-INTERACTION CUT> [17:23]<=> Changing goals at 495 from 29 to 17 <DELIVER-OBJECT TWINE ILS ORDER-7><=> Changing goals at 498 from 17 to 0 <MONITOR-CURRENT-LOCATION>--- Abandoning side task at 502 : MONITOR-CURRENT-LOCATION [0:0]<=> Changing goals at 502 from 0 to 17 <DELIVER-OBJECT TWINE ILS ORDER-7>--- Abandoning side task at 512 : TAKE-OBJECT-TO-SITE [17:27]<=> Changing goals at 512 from 17 to 24 <DELIVER-OBJECT WALLPAPER TECH ORDER-2>Figure 1: Addressing several goalsmechanism thus helps pareto to seize opportunities while maintaining focus on the task thatit has deemed to be currently most important.For instance, suppose pareto is addressing the task of �nding some wallpaperwith whichto ful�ll order-2 (Figure 1 shows pareto's output, edited for brevity). During the course ofits search it arrives at warehouse-3, and immediately switches to the monitor-current-locationtask. Next, having seen some tape, pareto turns to the task of ful�lling order-3 and loadsthe tape into the truck. Pareto now spots some screws, which constitute an opportunityfor order-4; these too are loaded into the truck. The next task to be addressed is thatof ful�lling order-5, prompted by the presence of a pair of scissors. Pareto analyses apossible cut interaction involving the scissors, decides that it is not problematic, and loadsthe scissors into the truck. Pareto then considers a possible opportunity to �nd a knifefor order-6, but it turns out not to be genuine. Next, attention is switched to some twine,which constitutes an opportunity for order-7; it is loaded into the truck at time 512. Thereare no more opportunities at this location, so pareto returns to the original task of look-ing for some wallpaper. While the truck has been at warehouse-3, pareto has addressed�ve delivery tasks other than the one that brought it to this location; it has also addressedthe monitor-current-location task on four separate occasions (omitted from the abovedescription for clarity). However, at the end of this episode attention is returned to the taskof looking for wallpaper: pareto does not abandon this in favour of going o� to deliver any5



of the four objects that were loaded into the truck.In general, the main and side tasks are changed in three circumstances: when the previoustop-level task has been achieved successfully; when there is no further feasible subgoal for theprevious task; and when the previous task is superseded by another that pareto deems tobe more important. There is little to say about the �rst: when a task has been completed,pareto must choose another to be addressed.The episode described above includes several instances of the second: all the tasks thatwere addressed, other than that of �nding wallpaper, were side tasks. As soon as the nextstep for any of these tasks involved changing locations, and thus problematic interactionswith other tasks, the side tasks were abandoned as having no further feasible subgoals. Amain task can be abandoned for similar reasons: for example, if the next step is inactivatedin order to avoid an interaction, pareto must choose a new main task.Third, a task may be superseded by another. One particular instance of this is a fre-quent occurrence: the monitor-current-location task is considered extremely importantby pareto, and is addressed whenever it is eligible for processing (immediately after arriv-ing at a new location, and whenever more than 15 time units have elapsed since it was lastaddressed). Another task that is often considered important enough to supersede other tasksis that of refuelling the truck when it runs low.Pareto's mechanism for deciding whether a task to be addressed should be the maintask or merely a side task is simple. The new task is the side task except if there is no currentmain task, because the previous one has been abandoned; or if the new task has a higherpriority than the current main task; or if the new task is for a preservation goal. The nextsection describes the latter two cases in more detail.There is one case in which the new task becomes a side task even if there is no currentmain task: some tasks are noted as being speci�cally interrupt tasks, and they can neverbecome main tasks. The most notable task of this type is the monitor-current-locationtask.2.3 Task prioritySome goals are more important to pareto than others. For example, preservation goals,such as those to ensure an adequate fuel supply and to keep track of the truck's surroundings,cannot be neglected in favour of delivery tasks. If the truck is disabled, whether throughrunning out of fuel or any other mishap, all goals will become unachievable. Pareto's taskselector always makes sure that preservation goals take precedence over other tasks.In addition, some delivery goals may have a higher priority than others. This is handledby assigning a numeric measure of priority to each task. A task with a higher priority maysupplant one with a lower priority.One of the pitfalls of a system of priorities is that a goal with higher priority, whether ornot it is a preservation goal, will interrupt another task. Sometimes such interruptions areappropriate: for example, the monitor-current-location task should always interrupt thetask that is currently being addressed. At other times, however, interruptions are unnecessaryand would lead to a lack of continuity. For example, even if the truck is running low on fuel itcan load up objects that are at its current location. There is a danger that the supplanting oflower priority tasks will lead to a lack of continuity. Pareto avoids this danger by allowingsuch supplanting to take place only when the task would in any case change, except if thesupplanting goal is explicitly known to be urgent, in which case the supplanting takes place6



Select-task(main, side, opportunities)If there is no main taskChoose a new main taskEndifIf there is no main taskExitElseFind a task, if there is one, that should supplant the current main taskFind a task, if there is one, that should supplant the current side taskChoose a task to processReturn the chosen taskEndif Figure 2: Task selection algorithmimmediately.In this section and the last we have seen that paretomust have information about generalways in which tasks interact with other tasks: this is accomplished by attaching annotationsto the rap descriptions. The possible annotations are the following:Interrupt this task should never be pareto's main task;Preservation this task should take priority over all other tasks, and unless it is an interrupttask, should always be a main task rather than a side task;Urgent this task should be addressed immediately it becomes feasible.These annotations are, in e�ect, reference features | features of the type that are used bypareto to recognise potential opportunities as well as potentially problematic interactionsbetween tasks [11]. They describe functional aspects of the tasks, and allow pareto to use asimple task selection mechanism instead of performing a detailed analysis of the implicationsof addressing a given task. Their use in this way, like their use in opportunity and interactionrecognition, is not foolproof: it may not, for instance, always be the best decision to make apreservation task the main task instead of a side task, and it may well be that occasionally abrief delay before addressing an interrupt task would not be inappropriate.3 Pareto's task selectorThis section describes the action of pareto's task selector in some detail. There are severalfunctions that must be performed: pareto must choose new main and side tasks, and mustdecide which task should be processed. The top-level algorithm is shown in Figure 2. First,pareto chooses a new main task if it does not currently have one. If it is unable to �nd anew main task, execution halts: there are no tasks that can be processed. Next, it looks fora task that should supplant the current main task, then looks for a task that should supplantthe current side task (if any). Finally, it chooses a task to process from among the availableopportunities.3.1 Choosing a main taskPareto chooses a new main task in two circumstances: �rst, when it currently has no maintask because the previous one either has completed or has no further feasible steps; and7



The main task is supplanted if:1. The supplanting task is eligible for processing;2. The supplanting task is not an interrupt task;3. Either The supplanting task is a preservation task and the current main task is not;Or Both the supplanting task and the current main task are preservation tasks and the sup-planting task has a higher priority than the current main task;Or Neither the supplanting task nor the current main task are preservation tasks and thesupplanting task has a higher priority than the current main task;4. There is no other task that should supplant the supplanting task.Figure 3: Supplanting a main tasksecond, when it chooses a task to supplant the current main task.Pareto always makes sure that it has a main task. This means that when its currentmain task completes, it must choose a new one. Its �rst choice is the parent of the completingtask. Choosing the parent of the completing task ensures continuity. Pareto's main taskneed not be a top-level task; if it is not, it makes sense to continue with the same top-leveltask when the current task completes. If the completing task's parent is not eligible, thenext choice is any decision task. Choosing a decision task helps to keep future options open.Decision tasks are placed on the task agenda in order to reason about interactions; there maytherefore be two or more tasks that are waiting for a decision task to complete. Processingdecision tasks thus increases the number of tasks that are eligible for processing.The third choice is to take any unexpected opportunity. Choosing an unexpected oppor-tunity ensures that such opportunities are seized when possible. Recall that an unexpectedopportunity is a task whose success criterion has been met, whether or not it has actuallybeen processed and its subtasks completed. Pareto should take advantage of such oppor-tunities. Pareto's fourth choice is to take any predicted opportunity. Choosing a predictedopportunity ensures that tasks that are not involved in problematic interactions are processedin preference to those that are: the last choice is the next step for any task that is involved ina problematic interaction. A next step that is involved in a problematic interaction is chosenonly when none of the other options are available. Sometimes interactions cannot be avoided.Pareto supplants its current main task if it can �nd a task for which the conditionsshown in �gure 3 are true. This method of �nding a supplanting task ensures that paretogives preference to addressing its most important goals.3.2 Choosing a side taskPareto uses its side task to enable it to seize opportunities without being sidetracked. It looksfor a new side task when the current one has been abandoned, either because it completedsuccessfully or because the next step for the task is not currently eligible for processing,and when there is no non-interacting step for the current main task (see next section). Theprocedure for �nding a new side task is similar, but not identical, to that for �nding a newmain task: pareto's �rst choice is the parent of the previous side task, followed by anyunexpected opportunity, then any predicted opportunity and �nally any decision task.The di�erences are important. First, both unexpected and predicted opportunities areconsidered before decision tasks. This is because the purpose of the side task mechanism8



A side task is supplanted if:1. The supplanting task is eligible for processing;2. The supplanting task is an interrupt task;3. Either The supplanting task is a preservation task and the current side task is not;Or Both the supplanting task and the current side task are preservation tasks and the sup-planting task has a higher priority than the current side task;Or Neither the supplanting task nor the current side task are preservation tasks and the sup-planting task has a higher priority than the current side task;4. There is no other task that should supplant the supplanting task.Figure 4: Supplanting a side task1. An unexpected opportunity with the side task as an ancestor;2. A predicted opportunity with the side task as an ancestor;3. A decision task with the side task as an ancestor;4. An unexpected opportunity with the main task as an ancestor;5. A predicted opportunity with the main task as an ancestor;6. A decision task with the main task as an ancestor;7. Choose a new side task;8. A next step for the main task that interacts problematically with other tasks.Figure 5: Preferences when selecting a task for processingis to take advantage of opportunities: genuine opportunities are therefore preferred to thepotential opportunities represented by decision tasks. Second, an interacting next step isnever considered as a possible side task. Again, this is because such a task is never anopportunity.Pareto also checks to see whether the current side task should be supplanted. Thecurrent side task is supplanted if pareto can �nd a supplanting task for which the conditionsshown in �gure 4 are true. Except for the fact that the supplanting task must be an interrupttask, this method is the same as that for �nding a task that should supplant the current maintask.3.3 Selecting a taskOnce pareto has found main and side tasks, it chooses a task for processing. It choosesfrom among the eligible tasks on the task agenda in the order shown in �gure 5. Paretocontinues to address its main task until the next step involves a problematic interaction; itthen �nds opportunities for other tasks, which it also pursues until the next step involvesa problematic interaction; �nally, it returns to the main task and continues to address itregardless of whether there are problematic interactions. The method of choosing the maintask ensures that it is the most important task for pareto to address, so if all availabletasks are implicated in problematic interactions it is the main task that is the appropriateone to pursue. In this case, the next step for this task is indeed an opportunity, despite theproblematic interaction. 9



This choice procedure ensures that pareto ful�lls the criteria described earlier. Themechanisms for choosing the main and side tasks described in the previous two sectionsensure that pareto concentrates on important goals. The preference for addressing the sidetask, and the way that side tasks are chosen, help pareto to seize opportunities. Continuityis provided by trying to continue with the parent of the previous main or side task, andby taking all non-interacting opportunities for the main task before seizing opportunities forother tasks. Finally, the mechanism of main and side tasks keeps pareto focussed and stopsit getting side-tracked.4 ConclusionIn this paper I have described pareto's task selector, which is based on the notion of oppor-tunities. When choosing the next task to be processed, pareto con�nes its attention to tasksfor which there are opportunities, whether predicted or unexpected. By treating both typesof opportunity in essentially the same way, pareto can respond e�ectively to the unpredictedcircumstances that it encounters while making full use of its plans.Pareto's use of opportunities, together with its mechanism of main and side tasks, en-sures that its behaviour meets the following important criteria:� It concentrates on important goals;� It seizes opportunities;� It maintains continuity;� It maintains focus.These criteria allow pareto to avoid performing accurate calculations of utility, which arecomplex and time-consuming and which would prevent pareto responding in a timely mannerto its dynamic environment. Pareto's mechanism, while not necessarily always choosingthe task with the maximum expected utility, produces reasonable behaviour under mostcircumstances.The simplicity of pareto's choice mechanism is both a strength and a weakness. It is astrength because it means that pareto can respond quickly to changes in the world withoutanalysing all the consequences in detail. It is a weakness because it means that pareto hasno mechanism for analysing all the consequences in detail. For instance, pareto does notchoose which delivery goal to address next on the basis of how close the truck is to a suitableobject. Indeed, pareto cannot take factors such as this, or any other factor based on explicitreasoning as to how the goal might be accomplished, into account. The investigation of waysin which such factors could be included in the choice mechanism without over-complicatingit and losing the advantages of simplicity is an area of future work.Acknowledgments. This work was principally performed at the Institute for the LearningSciences, Northwestern University. Thanks to Gregg Collins for criticism and encourage-ment, and to Matt Brand, Will Fitzgerald, Eric Jones and Bruce Krulwich for many usefuldiscussions.
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